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By Andrew W. Tuer
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OLD-FACE TYPES IN THE VICTORIAN

AGE

By A. F. JOHNSON

Tue story of the slow revolution in our book typography from the modern faces of the nine-

teenth century back to the old faces has not been recorded in much detail. One receives the

impression that the Chiswick Press was an outstanding exception and that the next event of

importance in Englishtypography was the founding of the Kelmscott Press. William Morris

and his pupilscertainlydid much to raise the generallevel of printing, but as to the develop-
ment of the book types used by the ordinary publishersthey have nothing to do with the

story. In 1840 our typography was without exception modern face. After that year the old

faces crept in slowly, and their use gradually increased, year by year, until the picture is now

reversed. This change over would have taken place if Morris had never printed, and was in

fact ensured before his first type was cut. The followingnotes are an attempt to fill some of

the gaps in that story.
An account of the actual revival of Caslon Old Face by the younger Charles Whittingham

of the Chiswick Press may be read in the text books such as Reed’s Old EnglishLetter Foundries

and Updike’sPrinting Types.The reader may, however, be reminded that the story as there

given is not quite complete. The printing of LadyWilloughby’sDiary in 1844, for Longmans,
was not Whittingham’sfirst experiment with the type. He had at the time several books in

hand, to be set in Caslon, for William Pickering, and had already, from 1840, used Caslon

capitals on title pages for that enterprising publisher. The details are given in Geoffrey
Keynes’Bibliographyof William Pickering.From 1844 the Chiswick Press frequently used the

type. Of many successful volumes it is pleasant to recall that gayest of all school books, the

Euclid of 1847, with its illustrations in colour.

At the Great Exhibition of 1851 Whittingham was one of the jurors for printing, and in

his report, issued in 1852, he writes: “Mr. Whittingham at the suggestion of Mr. Pickering
first reintroduced the old letters of Garamond and Jenson, and many of the London printers
have since followed.” The remark about the “many” London printers is somewhat surprising
at that date, for it is only rarely that one comes across a book of the forties or carlyfifties set

in an old face unless from the Chiswick Press. Whittingham’schief follower was a publisher
and printer of religiousbooks of the Anglo-Catholicschool, JosephMasters. In 1847 Masters
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had a book, A Short Account ofOrgans, printed in Caslon at the Chiswick Press. In 1848 he

himself printed two books in the same style and type, a Book of Common Prayer, andJ. E.

Millard’s Historical Notice ofthe OfficeofChoristers. The Common Prayer he describes as being

printed in the “Old Elzevir type”. A third volume followed in 1849, The Devout Chorister,

by T. F. Smith. Amongst a large number of books in modern face Masters continued to

produce an occasional volume in Caslon, all charming little books not unworthy of

Whittingham. In the sixties the devotional books which he printed for the Rev. Orby

Shipleyare among his best work. By 1860 Caslon had become a favourite type for books of

that class; for example the Pietas Privata, 1859, was printed by J. Unwin for Ward & Co. in

Caslon. A Catholic printer, John Philp, was yet another old-face enthusiast. A page from his

edition of the Garden of the Soul, 1860, is shown in Mr. Morison’s Four Centuries of Fine

Printing. Another of Philp’spublications, also of 1860, was a music book, a Cantata on the

Passion ofJesus Christ, of Saint AlphonsusMaria de Liguora, in which the title page and pre-

liminarics are handsomely set in Caslon, anda third, a LifeofSt. Catherine of Sienna, 1867.

Among early examplesof Caslon-set books of a more generalnature are R. A. Willmot’s

Pleasures of Literature, publishedby T. Bosworth in 1852, and an edition of Tupper’s Pro-

verbial Philosophy,printed in 1854 by Vizetelly for T. Hatchard. The Tupper belongs to a

group of books in old faces produced for Christmas and described in the advertisements as

“Elegant Presentation Books”. In 1855 Clay printed for Sampson, Low & Co., editions of

Keats’ Eve ofSt. Agnes,Thomas Campbell’sPleasures ofHope, and Goldsmith’s Vicar ofWake-

field, all in old face types. Similar volumes followed each year and a particular styleof bind-

ing is associated with these books. They are all in embossed cloth covers, gaudily decorated.

The advertisements in The Publisher's Circular become of interest on this point. This perio-
dical was issued by Sampson, Low & Co., who no doubt were responsible for the new

illustrated display pages, chiefly of Christmas books, set in Caslon capitals.The first

occurrence of this new style was in 1854, although the books so advertised in that year were

themselves printed in modern face. In 1855 there are half a dozen of these Caslon-set

advertisements, three in 1856, none in 1857 and fifteen in 1858, most of the books being

printed in old faces.

The originalCaslon was not the only eighteenthcentury type to be revived. The example
of the Chiswick Press had led other founders to look over their old stock, and we find, for

example,Vincent Figgins in a specimen book of the fifties showing a page of the original
romans of the first Vincent Figgins, dated 1795. Another transitional type of the end of the

eighteenthcentury was used by the Brothers Dalziel, the wood engravers, who started their

own “Camden Press” in 1857. This type, possiblya Caslon of the 1790’s, may be seen in

Doyle and Planche’s The Old Fairy Tale, 1865. The roman can be distinguishedfrom the

originalCaslon by the A, with a pointedapex, the Q with the tail starting inside the counter

6



OLD-FACE TYPES IN THE VICTORIAN AGE

of the letter and the curly-tailed R. The italic has some unusual letters, the 6 and p for in-

stance, and is not really an old face at all.

The ordinary publishers as yet certainly did not believe that the old faces were more

legible.They were all right for books which might or might not be read, but they were not

going to use them for sensible reading matter. We may note in passing that Caslon was re-

introduced into the United States in 1858, bought by L. Johnson & Co., of Philadelphia.
The English founders were in no hurry to copy, and the next experiment was made by
Whittingham himself.

This was the type known as Basle roman, which was cut for the Chiswick Press by William

Howard of Great Queen Street. Updike, referring to its use by William Morris in 1889, says
that it was cut about fifty years before that date. I have found no example of its use earlier

than 1854, but possiblyWhittingham’s report of 1852, with its reference to the letters of

Jenson, is an indication that it was in existence by that date. In 1854 it was used for the text

of the Rev. William Calvert's volume of religiousverse entitled The Wife’sManual. There

were later editions in 1856 and in 1861, both set in the same type. The title page was set in

Caslon, as there appears to have been only one size of the Basle roman, 10-11 point, and no

italic. William Howard was an ex-sailor, and

from the account given of him in A. Warren’s

book on The Charles Whittinghams,1896, seems

to have been somethingof a character. He had a

a small foundry in Great Queen Street from

1842 to 1859 (he died in 1864), and was much

employed by Whittingham. He had a hand in

the cutting of the Chiswick replica of one of

Caxton’s types.
SHORT ACCOUNT OF |i

ORGANS
Built in England from the

WX| Reign of King CHARLES ||

Apart from experiments to reproduce
Caxton’s books in type-facsimile, the Basle

roman was unique in this country as an attempt
to copy an earlydesign.The type is based on the

kind of roman used in the early part of the six-

teenth century by Johann Froben, of Basle. It

is a pre-Garamondroman, what we should call

the Second to the prefent

Time.

a Venetian rather than an old face, such as was Lenvon

in use at Basle and at Lyons, down to about Fj. Mafters, Alderfgate

1550. Itisa heavy face, with an obliquestroke to Street. ‘

the eye of the e, and other characteristics which 2)

ally it with fifteenth-centurytypes. The stress is Sa S| i

definitelydiagonal,so much so that the o hasan ¥ DAG IYI

angular appearance. The old-fashioned long f 1847.
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was used with the fount and the squarish ter-

minals of this letter are conspicuous.The short s
has a noticeablysteep spine. An obliquestroke is

used for the dot over the eye, another fifteenth-

century characteristic.

This type was much too exotic to appeal to

printers in general,but its antiqueflavour at-

tracted William Morris. In 1889 he had his prose

romance, A Tale of the House of the Wolfings,set

in Basle roman. He dropped the long s, but on

the other hand he had his pages set solid—the

pages of The Wife'sManual were leaded—which

AN

EPISTLE OF JESUS CHRIST
TO THE

FAITHFUL SOUL,
that is devoutly affected towards Him:

Wherein are contained certain divine infpirations
teaching a man to know himfelf, and inftruct-

ing him in the perfe€tion of true Piety.

Written in Zain by the devout fervant of Chrift,

Joannes Lanspercius, @ Charter-Houfe Monk;

and Tranflated into Exgli/h by

Lorp Puiuip, XIXTH Earu oF ARUNDEL.

(Reprinted from-the Edition of 1610.)

Dedicated, by Permiffion, to

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF NORFOLK,
Earl Marfhal of England, &c., &c.

Second Thoufand.

LONDON :

JOHN PHILP, 7, Orchard Street, Portman Square.

1867.

emphasizedthe blackness of the face. The title

is in Caslon capitalsand the table of contents in

an italic, which is presumablythe Aldine italic of

the Chiswick Press, another of their experiments
in the reproductionof earlier designs.In another

romance, The Roots of the Mountains, 1890 (the
book actuallyappearedin 1889)Morris used the

type again, but had a different e cut, one with

the bar nearly, but not quite, horizontal. The

only other books which I know of set in Basle

roman, are three volumes of religious verse by
the Rev. Orby Shipley,Lyra Eucharistica, 1863;

Lyra Messianica, 1864; and Lyra Mystica, 1865.

Many years after Whittingham had shown an

interest in Caslon Old Face, in 1857, it made its

first re-appearance in a specimen book of the

Caslon firm. In 1860 there appeared the first

specimen of Miller & Richard’s Old Style, a

modernised old face. This was cut by their em-

ployee in Edinburgh, Alexander C. Phemister.

In the specimen of 1860 eight sizes are shown,
from Great Primer to Pearl. The founders

state that it was intended to meet the growing
demand for old faces and explain that “they
have endeavoured to avoid the objectionable
peculiarities, whilst retaining the distinctive

characteristics of the medizeval letters”. As to

the word medizval in this connection, it is but

one more exampleof the odd vocabulary used

by founders. Old faces are certainly nearer in

time to the middle ages than the modern faces,

but to call the roman of the Italian renaissance

medieval is to make hay of typographic
history. An examination of the type will reveal

what the founders understood by the “objec-
tionable peculiarities”of the earlier letters. It has

two of the chief characteristics of the old faces,
the bracketed and inclined serifs and the gradual
stress.* On the other hand the stress is vertical

* This is not so in all versions of Old Style;for example
in Miller & Richard’s No. 4 Old Style.
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and there is a regularity and a certain sharpness
of cut which are modern. The upper case is not

unlike Caslon, but there is a uniformity of width

about the letters which is a relic of the modern

face. For examplethe H, M, and W are narrower,

and the bowls of the P and R wider than in

Caslon. The A has a flat top (in Caslon it is

oblique). The curves of the C and G are more

open, and the C has no lower serif,
while the top serif is more spur-

shaped.In the lower case the bowl

of the a, and the eye of the e are

larger, and the t is taller than in

Caslon. These are no doubt the

letters which appeared peculiar to

THE VICTORIAN AGE

the originaldesign,went to the U.S.A. in 1861,
and by 1863 had produced for the Dickinson

Foundry, of Boston, another version known as

Franklin Old Style.He died in the United States

in 1894, after a busy career as a designerof types.
Genzsch & Heyse, of Hamburg, in 1868, showed

their EnglishMedieval, for which they said they
had procured matrices from a leading firm of

THE

FOLLIES « FASHIONS
OF

OuR GRANDFATHERS.

type-designers trained in the

modern-face school. Perhaps the

letter which differs most from

Caslon is the g. The tail or loop
begins with a steep inclination, a

form which is possibly a reminis-

cence of the French Old Style or

Elzevir,a type which just preceded
Miller & Richards’ design. How-

ever that may be, this g is a most

useful “‘spot” letter. The italic is

steeplybut more regularly inclined

than Caslon. Note especiallyamong
the capitalsthe A, V and W. In the

lower case there is one peculiarity
that is easilyremembered. The thin

up-strokes take off from the very
foot of the thick down-strokes.

The main stem of the p is con-

spicuouslytall.

This excellent face succeeded in

certain quarters and found imitators

before long. At least one may

perhaps say “before long” on the

subject of the slow moving history
of typography.Phemister, cutter of

mother.

tions of snow, cannot be pleasant.
has, however, beauties of its own, which those who

EMBELLISHMENTS.

pre

LADY HAMILTON AS CASSANDRA.

Siuee
to the promise made last month

picture painted by Mr. Romney as a present for her

we now present our readers with a beautiful

print of Lady Hamilton as Cassandra, froma

It is stated by competent judges to be the

most beautiful and successful head yet painted of her.

A SNOW SCENE.

So those unfortunate enough to have been com-

pelled to take a long journey by coach in the middle of

winter, the memory of half frozen limbs and perhaps
the entire stoppage of the journey through accumula-

A winter landscape

study our engraving will readily allow.

FASHIONS FOR APRIL, 1807.
Beavtirury coloured Morning Dresses for

Ladies and Gentlemen.
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Folhes ®Fashions
(Grandfathers

(1807)

EMBELLISHED
with

Thirty-seven whole-pagePlates

INCLUDING

WLavies’ and Gentlemen’s Dress

(HAND-COLOURED AND HEIGHTENED WITH GOLD AND SILVER)
Sporting and Coaching Scenes

(HAND-COLOURED)

Fanciful Prints, Portraits of Celebrities, &c.

(MANY FROM ORIGINAL COPPER-PLATES)

BY

ANDREW W. TUER,
Author of

“ Bartolozzi and his Works,” &¢., &c.

““«
Thy hum’rous vein, thypleasingfolly,

Lies all neglected, all forgot.”—Prir.
“ And entertain a score or two of tailors

To study fashions to adorn my body.”’—Shakespeare.

(188)
LONDON:

Field & Tuer, The Leadenhall Press, €.C.

Simphkin,Marshall & Co ; Hamilton, Adams & Co

New York: Scribner & Welford, 743 & 745, Broadway.
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OLD-FACE TYPES IN THE VICTORIAN AGE

Englishfounders, presumablyMiller & Richard.

In the meantime in the Printers’ Registerfor 1866

four interesting advertisements are to be seen

side by side. Miller & Richard announce the

completion of their series of Old Style types,
while the Caslon firm assert that their Old Face

is “invariably selected by the Literati as the only
genuine Old Face Type”. In September, 1866,

Stephenson,Blake & Co., of Sheffield, display
their “New Series of Old Style Types”, which

differ in some small points from the originalOld

Style.The A has a pointed apex, the S a steeper

spine, and the T spurs to its serifs. The angleof

inclination of the italic is not so great. In

October, 1866, Reed & Fox, the Fann Street

Foundry, show their “New Series of Medizval

Founts”, a close imitation of Miller & Richard;
as to the name, if the original founders could

refer to the old faces as medizval, there is some

excuse for Reed & Fox. In 1868 yet a third firm,
the Patent TypefoundingCompany (afterwards
Shanks),produced an Old Style.

It is evident then that by this time Old Style
had been acceptedand the fact can be illustrated

from the printed books of the period. For

example, John Payne Collier, one of the

“Literati” of the day, a well-known Shake-

spearian scholar, publishedprivately many re-

prints of tracts from early English literature.

From 1862 onwards these are generally printed
in Old Style. An Edinburgh firm—it will be

remembered that Miller & Richard’s foundry
was in Edinburgh—W.P. Nimmo, used the new

letter from the early sixties. John Philp, from

about 1867, seems to have preferred Old Style
to Caslon, for instance, in his edition of Joannes
Lanspergius’An Epistle of Jesus Christ to the

FaithfulSoul, 1867, and many ofhis later books.

He was however no longer his own printer, but

generallyemployedJ. Ogden. About the same

time, before 1870, Hodder & Stoughton also

EL

were issuing books of a religious nature in Old

Style.Again the advertisements in the Publishers’

Circular show that from 1864 Old Style began
to rival Caslon in display.

Herbert Horne’s Hobby Horse of 1888 has

often been quoted as the classical exampleof the

use of Old Style and as a pioneer volume in the

abandonment of the modern face. A trial num-

ber of the HobbyHorse had been printed in 1884,
in Caslon, and the first regular issues from 1886

were set in a small size of Old Style.The larger
size, used from 1888, certainly displayed the

HISTORICAL NOTICES

of

The Office of

CHORISTERS.

By the

REV. JAMES ELWIN MILLARD, B.A.

Head Mafter of Magdalen CollegeSchool

Oxford.

Imprinted by JoszpH Masters, at his Dwelling
Houfe in A/derfgate, within the City of

London: fold alfo at his Shop, 78,
New Bond Street, in the

City of Weftminfter.

m dccc xviii.
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good qualities of the type, but by that date it

had been used for more than twenty years and

often effectivelyused. One printer in particular
had not waited for the HobbyHorse to show the

reading public what could be done with Old

Style. This was Andrew White Tuer of the

Leadenhall Press, a versatile printer and pub-
lisher whose work deserves to be better known.

Tuer (1838-1900)was born in Sunderland,
educated at Newcastle-on-Tyne and York, and

came to London as a medical student at Guy’s
Hospital. He never completed his course there,
and in 1862 we find him established as a whole-

sale stationer at 136, The Minories. In the

following year he was joined by Robert Field,
the firm being known as Field & Tuer. About

1868 they moved to 50, Leadenhall Street, where

they printed and published The Paper and Print-

ing TradesJournal,the first number of which is

dated December, 1872. This journal, one of the

earliest of its kind, was published by Field &

Tuer for nearly twenty years, being continued

later by John Southward. From the first it was

printed in Old Style with a display title, in the

early numbers, in Old Style italic; after a few

issues this titling was dropped and a block

substituted. Some woodcut initials,generally
reproductions from the sixteenth century ex-

amples, were used as decoration. There is little

or nothing of lasting interest in the matter of

the periodical, and the advertisements are not

above the average of the day, that is to say they
are very poor. Even Field & Tuer’s own

advertisements of their Japanese papers and

their “‘Stickphast”are no exception.
In 1880 Tuer started another venture, which

he called The Printers’ International Specimen
Exchange,consisting of examplesof lay-outs,
mostly of advertisements, contributed by com-

positors. The preliminarieswere set in Caslon

and the title in Lyons capitals.This upper case,

12
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originally cut in 1848 by the Lyons printer,
Louis Perrin, represents the first step in France

in that revival of earlier forms of lettering,
which we are tracing in England. Perrin’s de-

sign had been used for some years by the

Chiswick Press and was shown in a specimen of

their types issued in 1867. Tuer frequently em-

ployed it for titles. As to the specimens, they are

but one more example of the general low level

of the taste of the printing trade of that age.

Amongst the few tolerable pages are those de-

signed by men of the Leadenhall Press. The

whole series looks like an attempt by Tuer to

teach his competitors how to do their job, and

an unsuccessful attempt, if one may judge by the

latest volumes. Tuer publishedan annual volume

down to 1887, and from 1888 the publication
was taken over by The British Printer.

The most interesting part of Tuer’s career

begins in 1879 when his firm began to publish
books, including a number of which Tuer him-

self was the author or compiler. His first book

was an odd publicationcalled Luxurious Bathing,
in which a treatise on baths from a hygienic
point of view was combined with twelve land-

scape etchings by Sutton Sharpe. The typo-

graphy of the book was Caslon Old Face.

Several other editions appearedwith etchings
from other hands, equally disconnected from

the subject of Tuer’s essay. The firm continued

to publishdown to Tuer’s death in 1900, at first

as Field & Tuer; in the course of the year 1890

Field’s name dropped out and the imprint be-

came The Leadenhall Press. Field, who died in

1891,appears to have been merely a sleeping
partner or financial backer. The publishing
house could boast of a fairlyextensive and some-

what unusual list. A number of their books

dealt with the fashions and manners of bygone
days, many were reprints of earlier books

illustrated by contemporary blocks, and others
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reprints of early children’s books. Among the

authors on their list were Max Orell (Paul
Blouet) and Jerome K. Jerome. A few of the

books were printed in Caslon and a few in an

old face which is not Caslon, but the great

majority in Old Style. Only rarely did the

Leadenhall Press think it desirable to use a

modern face; one example is a lecture by Sir

William Flinders Petrie printed in 1884. A few

of the firm’s earlier efforts might be described

as “arty,” but Tuer’s taste seemed to improve
rapidly and the failures were few. The books

were well printed, on good paper, with in-

teresting title pages, and decorated often with a

daring quite exceptional at the time.

The most important of Tuer’s own works

was his life of the engraver Bartolozzi, which

appeared in two large volumes in 1882; there

was a smaller edition without the platesin 1885.

Although it has nothing to do with our subject,
a digressionapropos of Ruskin and this book,
illustrative of the manners of the great, may be

permitted.AlthoughTuer’s own tastes inclined

to the eighteenth century and the Regency, he

was however a great admirer of Ruskin and was

continuallyquoting him. A copy of the Barto-

lozzi was sent to the great man, who after a con-

siderable delay replied on the 16th December,

1884, in these terms: “The Bartolozzi has

reached me safely, but I have no time to

acknowledgebooks sent to me out of my line.

I see it is rising in price, and when I come to it,

with your good leave will return it, as it is of no

use to me.”
_

To return to the typography of the book

itself, the text is in Old Style, the title in a bold

italic of the old-face school and the running
title in Old Style italic within rules. The title-

page is well arranged and very full. Tuer never

shrank from saying all that he wanted to say on

the title page and would not have approved of

T
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the anemic fashion of the present day. The

imprint is set in swash capitals, one of Tuer’s

failings; he was altogether too fond of these

letters and his more usual imprint in lower-case

Old Style italic is much to be preferred. The

Bartolozzi is a large quarto, the size of the page

being controlled by the plates,and Tuer is very

successful with the help of ruled pages, in coping
with the difficulties of a large page. Another

volume on an ambitious scale is Hoppner’s
Bygone Beauties, ten portraitsengravedby
Charles Wilkins about 1803 and printed from

the originalplates.The title page shows a daring
mixture of types; one line is in a large lower-

case Old Face, one in Lyons Capitals, one in

Outline capitals, and others in italic. The text

pages are decorated with head and tail pieces
and woodcut initials,

Tuer’s best volume is perhaps The Follies and

Fashions of our Grandfathers,publishedin 1886.

The title is set in an Outline italic, the chapter
headings in Outline roman capitals,and the text

in Old Style. Some unusual small script initials

are used at paragraph openings. The text con-

sists of extracts from fashion and other journals
of the year 1807, bearing on social life, with

illustrations, printed, many of them, from con-

temporary plates.Tuer contrived to get hold of

an extraordinary number of old copper-plates
and made very good use of them. In an article

in No. VI of The Fleuron Mr. Morison noted

Tuer’s use of Outline letters, and said that he was

the only printer between Thorne and our own

generation who used such letters. The roman

capitalsare possiblythe Caslon Outline capitals
dating from about 1790; the italic Outline

letters may have been prepared at the Leaden-

hall Press by cutting away the centre of the

strokes. Tuer was of an ingenious turn of mind

and the use of the script initials we have men-

tioned was another of his tricks. The smaller
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ones are simply the capitalsof a fount of English
Ronde, and the larger the capitalsof one of the

fancy types of the age, resemblingthe Caslon

Gutenbergseries. As detached thus by Tuer from

their proper founts they are not unsatisfactory.
Of Tuer’s other books two are similar in

content to the Follies of our Grandfathers,and

again have illustrations from original plates;
they are London Cries, 1882, and The First Year

of a Silken Reign, 1887, written with C. F. Egan
and dealing with the year 1837. Three later

volumes form a notable contribution to the

history of children’s books: The History of the

Horn Book, 1896, Pagesfrom Forgotten Children’s

Books, 1898, and, his last book, Stories fromOld-

Fashioned Children’s Books, 1900. Another com-

pilation,entitled 1,000 Quaint Cuts fromBooks of
Other Days, 1886, displaysthe initials, factotums,
head- and tail-piecesand devices, cut for the

Leadenhall Press, togetherwith wood-cuts from

old chapbooks,cuts of the school of Bewick, and

some modern cuts by Joseph Crawhall.

Besides Tuer’s own books his Press published
many other books of interest from the typo-

graphical side as well as from their subject
matter. In particular we may single out alittle

series of four numbers called The Leadenhall

Press Sixteenpenny Series, Illustrated Gleanings
from the Classics, 1886-88. The “Gleanings”
were from Samuel Richardson, Sterne’s Tris-

tram Shandy,Thomson’s Seasons and Solomon

Gessner. They were illustrated from original
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copper-platesof dates from 1778 to 1820, and

decorated with the Outline capitals,tail-pieces
and natural flower forms. The price of these

charming little books is extraordinary. The

natural flower forms had appeared in and were

presumably cut for F. G. Heath’s Tree Gossip,
1885 (1884), one of the most pleasing of the

small books issued by the Press.

Before Tuer’s career came to an end, Caslon

Old Face and Old Style had ceased to be ex-

ceptionalin our typography.Yet so conservative

are Englishprinters that there was no demand

for any further experiments either in the repro-
duction of early designs or in types of any

originality. In the United States Franklin Old

Style was soon followed by Ronaldson and a

number of types of the same school. It is a

striking fact that in this country, apart from the

privatelyowned faces of the Kelmscott, Doves

and other presses, the first acceptablebook type
to be cut after the Old Style of 1860 was the

“Monotype” Imprint of 1913. In view of this

conservatism it is perhaps not so surprising to

find that today more books are actually set in

Old Style than in any other type. But these are

no longer the choicest books. Old Style has

become the poor relation in typographical
society. It is left for the cheapestkind of books,
often ill-used, impressed on the wrong sort of

paper, and seldom given a chance to show its

best qualities.It has had its day, and in its day
has played a role of some importance.



TECHNICAL QUERIES
Q.—In the case of leaded matter which is

better practice: to cast type on a largerbody or

to use leads? Is there any device for automatically
leading“Monotype” composition?

A.—Of the two methods, that of casting the

type on a larger body has been more frequently
followed, being more direct. Where much com-

position is cast on a larger body, to give the

effect of leading, this method has the dis-

advantage of causing two different matrix

wearing positions on the mould surface. There-

fore, to maintain clean casting between the

junction of the matrix and mould it is preferable
to use the “Monotype” leading device, which

enables leads of any thickness up to and including
6-point, and of any length up to 48 ems, to be

automatically inserted, either between every
line cast, or only at the ends of paragraphs or

sections of the composition as desired.

Q.—What is the best way of finding direct

the measures, especiallyof tabular columns, in

ems and ens of the “set” of the type to be used?

A.— We supplyaset ofrules for this purpose.
The instrument consists of six blades, 43 inches

long, hinged in a metal handle. Each blade

carries four scales, the complete group giving
ems and ens in every set from 6 Set to 12 Set.

Blades and holder are made of rustless steel, and

sold in a leather case, post free for the cost price
of ss. 6d. each.’A very useful pocket scale for

every printer and operator.

Q.—When a keyboard has not been used for

some considerable time we find that the pistons
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become fixed by the congealedoil. What should

be done to make the pistons free?

A.—As a solvent for congealedoil we re-

commend applying a few drops of Duckham’s

Easing Oil. This instantly eases the pistons, and

makes them operate freely.
Q.—Where the composition demands the

use of more than 225 characters and spaces is it

more economical to leave out characters and to

rectifythe composition by hand or to apply one

of the extended matrix-case devices?

A.—Corrections, whether done by hand or

machine, are a source of loss in both time and

money, and althoughhand corrections are more

cheaply made than machine corrections, they
should be obviated wherever possible.To avoid

much hand correction where such an unusual

number of characters cannot be accommodated

in the standard “‘225”’matrix-case, an “extended”

matrix-case attachment, of which there are two

forms, should be applied. One attachment in-

cludes a matrix-case of 15 by 17 rows (255
matrices);the other contains 16 by 17 rows (272
matrices). These attachments enable a greater
number of alphabetsto beincluded in the matrix-

case, as well as a greater number of extraneous

sorts; at the same time a great saving is made in

handling the type after proofing.

Q.—Why do block makers prefer to work to

inches instead of pica ems?

A.—We cannot answer this question beyond
saying it must be due to an indifference on the

part of the blockmakers to the working con-

ditions of the composing room.
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Tipeumymecrsa na6opuoit Mamuunt ,,Monormn
TIepegy, BCEMM OCTAABHBIMM CUCTeMaMM 3aKAIOUa

1oTca ewe B cAcayromgem: Mammua ,,Monorun
eauuctsenias 8B Mupe, xoropaa B Aio60e Bpema
ue 6e3 BcaKOM mepecraHOBKH MexaHu3sMoB, faeT

BOSMOXXHOCTS HaOupaTb? SyKBamMu:OOsIKHOBe-

HHBIMM MW CMCHIAHHbIMY WwpHdTamu, Yudpamu uw

YKpalleHMAMM, HM OTAMBATh HX C MaTeMaTHue-

CKOM TOWHOCTBIO, BO BCEM CXOAHBIA CO mIpud-
TaMM AYUIIMX CAOBOAMTeH, Ha BBICOTy 6yKB,
ycTanopaenuaro B Poccum pasmepa. Bce xoppe-

KTYPHBIA UcupaBAeHuaA OurM60K, repebop crpoK,

BeQCTKa M WepewepcrKa Bcero roroBaro HaGopa,
TIPOUSBOAMTCA OOLIAHBIM IyTEM, T.€, TaKKE Kak

mpu pyunom HaOope. Ilomumo raagKaro u

cMemraHHaro Habopa JAa Taser, KyPHaAOB, KHUT

wv 6ponnop, Mammua ,,Monorun“ na6upaet u

OTAMBACT, C TOI 2e OBICTpOTOH,BCe CAOMHBIE

wa6oppl: Kak TO: BCAKOrO poga TaGAUUBI,
@opmyani, BEIBOAa, CAOBapH, TyTeBog”UTeAH,

mipelic-KypaHTHI HM TOMy mogobuBIA paboTsI, Ha

BCE PasMEPbI, IIMPHHOI JO KBaypaToB u Ha BCE

KerAH, OT KerAb 5 JO Kerab 24 BKAIOUMTEABHO.

TIPEMMYIECTBA HABOPHOUM MATIMHEI

TIpeumymecrsa na6opnoli mamuusr ,,Monormn*
Tlepeg, BCCMM OCTAABHBIMM CHCTEMaMM 3aKAJOUAIOTCA

eme B cacgyromem: Manmmua ,,Monorun“ eguucrse-

nas B Mupe, xoropas B aro6oe Bpema u Ges BCAKOI

TIepeCTaHOBKU MCXaHMSMOB, JaeT BOSMOXKHOCTB Hab-

upats? 6ykBaMu: OObIKHOBeCHHBIMM HM CMeIIaHHBIMH

mpudramu, yappamu u yKpaienuimMu, uw OTAUBATB

MX C MATEMATHUECKOL TOUHOCTBIO, BO BCeEM CXOAHBIT

co mpudramu AyawiMx CAOBOAMTEH, Ha BBICOTY 6yKB,
ycraHopaenuaro B Poccum pasmepa. Bce Kxoppexty-

pHBIA UctIpaBacnua oumm6oK,mepebop CTpOK, BepcTKa
Wl IlepeBepcrKa BCero roroBaro HaGopa, IpousBO_uTCA
OOBTUHBIMITyTeM, T.€. TAaK2Ke Kak IIpM pysHoM Habope.
Tlomumo raagyKaro u cMemanHaro HaGopa JAa raser,

3KypHaaos, KHur mu 6pommop, Mamma ,,Monormn
HaOupaer M OTAMBaeT, C TOL »%Ke OxICTpOTOL,BCE

CAO%KHBIe HaOOpEI!Kak TO! BCAKOFO poga TaGavyEI,
opMyAbI, BbIBOJa, CAOBapM, MyTeBoguTeau, mpelic-
KYypPaHTBI4 TOMy TogobuEIA paboTEI,Ha BCe pasMepEI,

.MOHO-
TUHIIBS TEPEAB BCBMM OCTAAB HBIMM CHCTE-

MAMM 3AKAIOUAIOTCA EWE Tb CABAYIOMEMDB
MAINMHA ,MOHOTUITS. EAMHCTBEHHAA Bb MIPH

KOTOPAA Bb AIOBOE BPEMA WUBE3Sb BCAKOM

MIPEMMYIECTBA HABOPHONM MATIMHBI

,»MOHOTHITHIEPEAb BCBMU OCTAAB

HbBIMM CUCTEMAMY 3AKAIOUAIOTCA

II pt

18 pt

24 pt

 ABBIAEK3MIKAMHOIPC
“
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ABBIJEK3UIKAMHOLPCTY®XUUM BLIBBSIOAM
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A NEW RUSSIAN BASKERVILLE

By H. G. CARTER

It is claimed for this new face that it is an improvement on the ordinary Didot-style
Russians both as regards legibility and strength.

Tt owes its existence to a demand for “Monotype” Russian to be used with one or other

of the old-face types that are generallyused by Englishprinters. Designedwith a specialeye

to legibility, the characters have their distinctive features stressed as much as was thought

compatiblewith the need for homogeneity in the whole.

The “Sorbonne” Russian type of Messrs. Berthold, showed the advantages, particularly
to foreign readers, of an old-face Russian over the Didot design. The fine hair-lines and

excessive regimentation of rgth century types are far more hampering to the reader in the

Russian than they are in the roman alphabet.A word like mamymmit for example,presents to

the eye a succession of emphasizedvertical strokes with but slight indications of the hori-

zontal or oblique lines that link them into letters. In the new face nmmyryuti is much more

easily broken up into its component characters. It is true that to a quick reader, familiar

with the letter-groups in such words as this, the advantagesof the new type are not so con-

siderable, but even he must be saved from a good deal of misreading and eye-strain by

having the characteristic features of the letters made more evident. To slow readers, and

more particularlyto non-readers of Russian such as most Englishcompositors, the benefits

ofbeing able to distinguisheasilybetween mammyy among other symbols, are appreciable
and will contribute a good deal towards speedand accuracy in typesetting.

Although this type will probably be set chiefly by non-Russians, it will be read by

Russians, and therefore there must be no radical departure from the normal. It is doubtful

whether the forms wy will be acceptable to the majority of Russian readers. They are

preferableon the score of distinguishing the letters from others like them, but, although

they were to be found in a number of types produced in Russia during the early years of

this century, they have not won generalacceptance. For this reason more orthodox forms

are being cut as alternative characters for this series.

In the same way there is a choice between Pp and Pp. There is really nothing to urge in

fsyour of Pp except that they are historicallyin keeping with the forms of the other letters.

Matrices for this new type are obtainable for mechanical composition in two sizes: the

smaller can be cast on 9 point English or 8 point Didot body, and the larger on 11 point

elish or 10 point Didot. Capitalsonly are made in 18, 24 and 36 point (English),to be

cast on the “Monotype” machine and set by hand. If the demand warrants it, other sizes

and an italic will be cut later.
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involved—e.g.
“‘

Trio for pianoforte, horn and violin,”
“‘

Quartet for two

violins, viola and ’cello ”

(the usual
“

string quartet ””), and so forth.

Thirdly, “a Symphony” is again a piece of similar dimensions and

construction composed for full orchestra.

Therefore, in heading this section “The Symphonic Form,” what is

indicated is a brief outline of the structure commonly found in the several

movements of a classical Symphony ; from what has been said above, it

will be understood that the structural outline of a sonata, trio, quartet,

etc., is precisely the same. The word “ brief” is purposely emphasised ;
there is no room here to enter into the thousand and one little devices
and expedients by which this form is endowed with almost inexhaustible

variety.
The first movement. This is commonly in so-called sonata-form—an

immensely amplified “ternary” type, in which distribution of key is i

carefully planned so as to emphasise at first the contrast between the i
principal themes, whilst paving the way later for a reconciliation. The i
three limbs of the structure are known as :— i

(1) Exposition (sometimes preceded by a slow Introduction).
(2) Development.
(3) Recapitulation—a repetition of the Exposition, with certain modi-

fications, and rounded off by a Coda.

The details of the analysis are as follows :—

Exposition
(z) Announcement of principal subject in tonic key. Modulations in

this section are of a transitory nature ; it is the tonic that must first be

strongly asserted.

(2) Transitional (or
“

bridge’’) section, in which the influence of

the tonic is gradually weakened, until finally some new key (not, however, fl

too remote from the tonic)! is established. {
(3) Announcement of secondary subject (or more accurately, group i

of subjects) in the new key, which thenceforward prevails until the end :

of the exposition. (In the earlier symphonies the exposition closes with a
i

double bar and repeat ; later, it passes without break into the develop- i

ment.)

Development (also known as
“

free fantasia”? or
“

working-out section ’’)
‘The themes already announced are

“

developed
”’

in various ways—
i.e. characteristic rhythmic or melodic features are presented in various
new guises and combinations, according to the fancy and ingenuity of
the composer. Modulation is frequent and remote keys are often reached.
There is no sort of rule as to the order of presentation ; in the first move-

i
ment of Beethoven’s 8th Symphony, for example, the development is

i concise and based entirely on one single figure, taken from the principal
subject ; in the Eroica practically the whole of the thematic material is

1 In the earlier symphonists—Haydn, Mozart, and at first Beethoven—the
new key is almost invariably the dominant or (if the original key was minor)
the relative major. Subsequently Beethoven allowed himself a wider range of

secondary keys, and later nineteenth-century symphonists followed his example.
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A page from the “Outline of Modern Knowledge” (London, Gollancz, 1931). See p. 19



$00,000 WORDS: 8/6

AZING BOOK which we venture to think is

to “Monotype” composition, An Outline of
+

Knowledge,edited by Dr. William Rose, was pub-
on September 28th. The first public advertisement

book did not appear until 24 hours before pub-
cation.

Within three daysof publicationorders had been

ved for 20,000 copies. As the first printing consisted

000 copies (printed from type), and as a stream of

ed and telephonedorders continued to come in,

issue of 20,000 copies was immediatelyput in

and arrangements were made for a total of 75,000
s,

$0,000 printed from type. It must be remembered

actically all these orders were from booksellers,
m circulating libraries.

reasons that lie behind one of the most dramatic

¢ successes of recent years are evident to anyone

aces at the book, and become more evident in the

what eminent authorities have said in approving
is a book of over 1,000 pages of text, beautifully

d and printed in that excellent reading face

ype”Plantin; every word in the book is specially
¢ the volume by some acknowledgedexpert in

subject; 24 branches of modern knowledge are

thoroughly and constructively. As the publisher,
ctor Gollancz, says in an interview in the Observer,

4th: “Although we have attempted to deal with

y-four subjects in one volume, none has been
i,

Lhope, in a superficialmanner. That was a danger
h I think it can be claimed has been avoided. No

is less than 20,000 words and one at Jeast—Mr.

Fry’s masterlyoutline of painting and sculpture—
the length of an average novel.”

sentences in praise of the book cited in the adver-

s are a striking chorus of tribute from famous

but what particularlyconcerns us here is that most

© critics have remarked on the admirable appearance

ook, and almost all of them have expressedamaze-

at the price.

For the price of this well-produced,well-bound book

of 500,000 words, printed from separate type of “Mono-

type” quality, is eight shillingsand sixpence.
This price is of course based upon the well-justified

expectation of a large quantity of sales. But how, without

the economy of “Monotype” composition, could such a

sellingprice per quality even have been imagined in any

quantity: Think of the importance of author’s corrections

in pages where a scientific reputation can be affected by
a misprint*; then think of the cost of re-setting entire

lines when each scrupulousauthor has revised a few small

words or literals on almost every page! Think of the cost

and trouble of taking successive stereos, for lack of type
cast as hard as only the “Monotype” can cast it. If at the

end of 50,000 impressions plates are to be made, they can

either be made from the type, or, if revisions or-a new

type setting are required,they can be made without send-

ing half a million words back to the keyboard. How else,

possibly, could a book of this size be composed at the

highest speedand at the lowest cost, and yet make use of

such a classic face as “Monotype” Plantin, with its

properly kerning roman and italic? And when we realise

that mathematical equations, tabular matter, etc., had to

be set under the same conditions, we realise that the book

had to be “Monotype”’-set.
Tue Monotype Recorper is not a journal of literary

criticism, nor does it often mention a book on other than

a typographic subject. But in this case we can refer the

reader to the opinions of such men as General Smuts, Sir

Arthur Keith, Lord d’Abernonf, Mr. Julian Huxley and

others, should he be anxious to find out what the modern

search for knowledge has revealed and what it has dis-

carded during our own lifetime; merely adding our own

reminder to the general reader of what part has been

played in this extraordinary “bargain-sale of knowledge”
by the all-British “Monotype”.

The American edition, printed from English plates,has

been commended as a distinguishedpiece of setting.
* Or by the use of some reference or statistic which has become obsolete since the article was written—so rapidly does

Science march!

+ Who says “Even the learned will be dismayed at the divergence between what they know and what can be learned
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“MONOTYPE”

BEMBO

A roman lower case which seems to many

critics to represent the finest Old Face design
ever cut; classic Capitals and sMALL CAPs

a fine, tranquilitalic

AND A NOTABLE SERIES OF

DISPLAY CAPITALS

COMBINE TO MAKE BEMBO AN EXCELLENT INVESTMENT FOR THE WISE PRINTER

Bembo is now available in 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18 and 24 point
and (capitals)30 and 36 point
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“HUNDREDS OF HOURS SAVED”

To advance the statement that hundreds of hours were saved on one job through “Mono-

type” interchangeabilitymight seem an absurd exaggeration, but the fact remains, as this

article will show, that they were saved. It was all so amazinglysimple!The versatilityof

the “Monotype” system stands out clearly once again. While many clever operationscan

be done mechanicallyand with the aid of the various labour-savingattachments which can

now be incorporated on the keyboard, an endeavour to acquire an understanding of the

“Monotype” basic unit system, its relationships,its interchangeability, is time well spent.
There is still an ever-widening field of exploration for the interested operator. Where the

equipment is moderate in size and a big job has to be tackled, an operator who is both

theoretical and practical may be in a position to save much time and labour. Such an

opportunity presenteditself to the writer in the form of a code book comprising approxi-
mately 1,500 pages. The method he describes can be made adaptable to numerous jobs of a

similar repetitional character.

To the ordinary person a code word seems an incomprehensiblejumble of letters. A

careful examination of most codes, however, will reveal that they are based upon some

definite principleof letter interchangeability.The adaptationof this interchangeabilityto

the basic principlesof the “Monotype” unit system enabled the writer to save hundreds of

hours and considerablyexpedite what would otherwise have been a very lengthy job.
The type used was 10 point Bold Face capitalsand 8 point on 10 point body Bold Face

figures. The code words consisted of five letters and the figures were six in number—from

000000 to over 300000—in numerical order. The whole of these code words were com-

pleted before the phraseswere added. From the foregoing it will be seen that the job was

one of considerable magnitudeand would have extended an equipment much larger than

the one actuallyused.

The copy was simply a large post quarto sheet upon which had been typewritten a series

of capital letters in columnar form and divided into three parts. The first part consisted of

single-lettersymbols,the second part of two-letter symbols,and the third part of 130 two-

letter symbols.The third two-letter symbolsremained the same throughout the code book.

Illustration No. 1 will give some idea of the code method. The small figures beneath the

letters denote the unit values of the different symbols. These figures should be noted; the

symbols(or letters) themselves, other than to provide a key number, were of no concern.
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

The interchangeability of the “Monotype” unit system had supplanted that of the code

system and the whole job became one of figure calculations.

First Symbols A B Gc D E F G H I J
14 14 13 14 13 12 15 15 8 12

Second Symbols KG HI LK LM NO PQ RS TU VW XY

29 23 24 30 30 27, 26 29 31 27

Third Symbols CB DE BA FH PR ST YW MN PO _ ODI

(No unit values required)

Illustration No. 1

The procedurewas as follows: the first symbol (A) was joined on to the second symbol
(KG), forming the three-letter symbol AKG. This in its turn was coupled with the third

symbol (CB), resulting in the complete five-letter code word AKGCB. The second code

word would be AKGDE, the third AKGBA, the fourth AKGFH, and so on until the com-

pletion of the whole of the 130 third symbols. Then the next two-letter symbol (HI) was

taken and the same process repeated. When the whole of the second symbols had been

completed, then the next first symbol (B) came into operation and went through the same

process as the A symbol. Thus this “war of attrition” went on until the whole of the first

symbolshad been absorbed.

The skilful, yet withal simple, manner in which the copy had been planned seemed to

lend itself to the conviction that there were just as simple and labour-saving methods the

“Monotype” way. To set these hundreds of thousands of code words in the ordinary way
was an appallingpropositionto confront any operator—enoughto unnerve him! Thesub-

stitution of “Monotype”units for the code letters was the solution.

The measure of the code word column was CB CB CB

s ems of 9$ set, equalling90 units. The follow- DE DE DE

ing system was worked out: BA BA BA

The first symbol “A” equalled  - 14 units FH FH FH

The second symbol “KG” equalled- 29 units PR PR PR
? ae ST ST SL

Total value of three-letter symbol 43 units YW Yw yYw

This left 47 units (90 minus 43) for the third
ee ey ce

PO PO. PO
symbol.The measure on the keyboard scale was DI DI DI
set to 24plus2 and the 130 third symbolskeyed
three up and duplicated on the DD keyboard.

Illustration No. 2

The duplicationwas for the purpose of instantly It now became necessary to ascertain the

replacinga worn spool.Illustration No. 2 shows number of these spoolswhich would be required
the effect of this. to meet the differingunit values of the various
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“HUNDREDS OF

three-letter symbols.Since at no time would the
maximum total of 90 units be reached, the
number was therefore restricted in its scope;
the lowest unit value of a symbol was 34 units

and the highest was so units. It was found that
about twenty-one spools would be required;
“Monotype” flexibilityenabled this number to

be reduced to ten by means of a plus and minus

system, i.e. using the spool with the nearest

total of units to the three-letter symbol con-

cerned and adding or deducting, as the case

might be, one unit to that total and casting the

quad one unit over or under its correct size

(actually, the symbols being three-up, it was

plus/minus three units). The number of spools
could have been further reduced, but this would
have entailed frequent spool replacements.

These ten spools formed the basis of the

system and were keyed as shown in illustration
No. 2. With these spools completed,the third

symbols ceased to be a factor in the job and were

ignored. They were lettered from Ato J in the

followingmanner:—

A equals 34 units F equals 42 units

Bs eo @
4, 43 5

Cc
. 68s H

« 46 w

DAO ow lL « 48 ..

Ey 4t 5 J (a: 60 =

Illustration No. 3

The job had now narrowed itself to the three-
letter symbols and the manipulation of the ten

spools. These symbols were divided into tens,

keyed in one line, repeated thirteen times and

HOURS SAVED”

cast ten times, making 130 lines in all. With
the object of bringing the first symbol at the
end of the line, and more accessible to the

compositor, for the purpose of addingthe third

symbol,they were keyedthe reverse way to that
shown in illustration No. 1. In the illustration
below the last column shows how the third

symbol (seeillustration No. 2) was added by the

compositor.
Earlier in this article it was mentioned that the

symbols themselves had no bearingon the job
other than to provide key numbers. The table
on the next page shows how the “Monotype”
unit system operated; illustration No. 1 is to be
taken as the code key.

Spool replacements were very few and far
between. Bearing in mind the enormous num-

ber of times these spools were run and re-run

through the casting machines, this is a tribute to

the quality of the “Monotype” perforating
paper. It would be interesting to calculate the

quantity of paper saved by this method of doing
a job!

The system was practicallyfoolproof, inas-
much as the code numbers and symbol spools
were each 130 lines and completein themselves,
an omission or a “double” was instantlydetected
in any column. The numbering of the code
words in numerical order made this an advan-

tage of first importance.
The adoption of this system enabled three

casting machines to be kept working at night
and two during the day on the code words

AXY AVW ATU ARS APQ ANO ALM AJZ AHI AKGCB
AXY AVW ATU ARS APQ ANO ALM AJZ AHI AKGDE
AXY AVW ATU ARS APQ ANO ALM AJZ AHI AKGBA
AXY AVW ATU ARS APQ. ANO ALM AJZ AHI AKGFH
AXY AVW ATU ARS APQ ANO ALM AJZ AHI AKGPR

4t 45 43 40 4r 44 44 38 a 43 +.47= 90 units

Illustration No. 4
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WITHOUT TOUCHING THE KEY-

BOARDS, thus releasing the keyboards for

other work. The enormous production of code

words unexpectedlycreated another problem—
that of the supply of figures.To cope with the

output of galleysper day from the composing
room, a minimum of 6,000 code numerals per

night was required. Two keyboardswere dele-

gated entirely to the production of these figures
throughout the night, relieved occasionallyby
the setting of a worn spoolor new symbols.By
this means the supplyof figureswas maintained.

No copy was requiredfor the code numbers;
the three lower figures of the “Veeder” line

counter on the keyboardwere set to correspond
with the last three figuresof the code number to

be keyed and the sequence was automatically
registered.The spoolwas broken upon the com-

pletion of each 130 lines. The writer tried to

evolve a system of dealingwith these figuresbut

was unsuccessful. If any operator knows of a

method, having for its object the reduction of

the work on the keyboard, without unduly in-

creasing the work of the compositor, he would

be very pleasedto have particularsthrough the

medium of THz Monotyee RECORDER.

Written instructions were left for the guidance
of the caster attendants on the nightshift to cor-

were laid out and indicated in the following
way:—

A normal, cast 3 D plus 1, cast 2

B minus 1, cast 2 C normal, cast 4

H normal, cast 5 E normal, cast 1

and so on.

One complete three-letter symbol (represent-
ing thousands of code words) was always in

advance; the job resolved itself into the simple
one of feeding these symbolswith the third

symboland figures.
The remark of a proofreaderwho came after

the completion of the code word section of the

job is worthy of recording. He said “TI should

not have cared to set all these code words.” In

actual fact the code words were not keyed at all,

they were simply cast and casting machines are

—speechless!
An acknowledgement must be made to’ the

compositor who had charge of the job. He

quickly grasped the method and did his share

towards perfectingit. He had a valuable asset—

one which all compositors should endeavour to

obtain—a knowledge of the “Monotype” unit

system. With a little knowledgeof the system,
the way is paved for the saving of considerable

labour and unnecessary effort.

respond with the symbols.in use. The spools B. W.

SYNOPSIS OF “MONOTYPE” SYSTEM

KEYBOARD
SECTION UNIT VALUES AND TOTALS

TIME

Rotation of Setting | 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 Ei 2 x

First Symbol 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 |] 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 10 mins.

Second Symbol .. | 27 | 31 | 29 | 26 | 27 | 30 | 30 | 24 | 23 | 29 (13 lines)

Three-letterSymbol] 41 | 45 | 43 | 40 | 41 | 44 | 44 | 38 | 37 | 43

Third Symbolspool] E |H+1} G | D | E |G-1/G-1] C |C+r] G NIL

24.
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THE MONOTYPE CORPORATION LIMITED

43 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Telephone:Central 8551-5

Representatives of the Monotype Corporation stand ready’at any time to advise on methods of

increasing output, specialoperations, etc., of the “Monotype” and its’ supplies,and to furnish

specimens, trial settings and advice on new type faces

PROVINCIAL BRANCHES

BrisToL West India House, 54 Baldwin Street. Bristol 24452

BIRMINGHAMKing’sCourt, 115 Colmore Row. BirminghamCentral 1205

Dus 39 Lower Ormond Quay. Dublin 44667

Grascow Castle Chambers, 55 West Regent Street, C.2. Douglas3934

MANCHESTER6 St. Ann’s Passage. Manchester Central 5824

OVERSEAS BRANCHES AND MANAGERS

AUSTRALIA G. S. Inman, 117 Birrell Street, Waverley, Sydney, N.S.W.

CHINA The Monotype Corporation Ltd., 17 The Bund, Shanghai

INDIA The Monotype Corporation Ltd., 27/5 Waterloo Street, Calcutta; P.O. Box

305, Bombay; P.O. Box 336 Mount Road, Madras

New Zeatanp __C.J. Morrison, 210 Madras Street, Christchurch

Sourn Arnica Monotype Machinery (S.A.) Ltd. Kodak House, Shortmarket and Loop

Streets, P.O. Box 1680, Cape Town

FOREIGN CONCESSIONNAIRES

ConTINENTAL EvROPE

Continental Monotype Trading Company Ltd, Basle, their subsidiaryCompanies and Agents:

Amsterdam Continental Monotype Trading Company Ltd., Keizersgracht142

Berlin Monotype-Setzmaschinen-Vertriebsgesellschaftm.b.H., Kreuzberg Strasse 30,

S.W.6r

Brussels 3 Quai au Bois de Construction

Paris Compagnie Francaise d’Importation “Monotype,” 85 Rue Denfert-Rochereau

Rome Silvio Massini, Via due Macelli 12

Helsingfors KirjateollisuusasioimistoOsakeyhtid,Kalevankatu 13 (Agents)

Oslo Olaf Gulowsen, Akersgaten 49 (Agents)

‘We beg to remind our friends and the Trade generallythat the name “Monotype” is our Registered
Trade Mark and indicates (in this country) that the goods to which it is applied are of our manu-

facture or merchandise. Customers are requestedto see that all keyboards,casters, accessories, paper,

and other goods of the kind suppliedby us bear the said Registered Trade Mark, which is a

guaranteethat the same are genuine.


